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New cyberattack risk seen for state, local
governments in U.S.
By   Keeley Webster February 05, 2024, 4:05 p.m. EST 4 Min Read

Municipal bond market experts say a new form of cyberattack, driven by different motives than

ransomware, is on the rise.

So-called "havoc-based attacks" are launched simply to cause damage to the victims, in contrast to

the �nancial motives behind ransomware.

Congressional testimony last week from the FBI director and federal cybersecurity director about

China "further illustrates the fact that cyber assets are being used as geopolitical weapons, and the

threat level for havoc-based cyberattacks is rising," said Tom Kozlik, head of public policy and

municipal strategy for Hilltop Securities.
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"China's hackers are positioning on American infrastructure in preparation to wreak havoc and cause

real-world harm to American citizens and communities, if or when China decides the time has come to

strike," FBI Director Christopher Wray told a congressional subcommittee. Bloomberg News

"When assessing credit risk in public �nance it is important for investors to consider management

and technological related steps being taken to protect infrastructure assets," he said.

The rise of havoc-based attacks is more serious because the intent is to disrupt or destroy, while

ransomware users are just after money, said Omid Rahmani, a Fitch associate director who

specializes in cybersecurity. Ransomware attackers can be negotiated with, and will return systems

undamaged once they get what they want, Rahmani said.

The pair said they �rst noted the rise in havoc attacks when Russia invaded Ukraine, and then again in

December when the FBI revealed the Aliquippa water authority in western Pennsylvania was the

victim of such an attack, as were other unnamed water authorities.
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Last week, the Department of Justice announced it had halted attempts by a Chinese government-

sponsored hacking ring to conceal its preparations for attacks on American critical infrastructure at

home by using a network of bots that in�ltrated routers used by small businesses and remote

workers, part of an operation named Volt Typhoon.

"China's hackers are positioning on American infrastructure in preparation to wreak havoc and cause

real-world harm to American citizens and communities, if or when China decides the time has come

to strike," FBI Director Christopher Wray testi�ed last week before the House Select Committee on

the Strategic Competition Between the United States and the Chinese Communist Party.

The Volt Typhoon malware enabled China to hide "pre-operational reconnaissance and network

exploitation against critical infrastructure like our communications, energy, transportation, and

water sectors," Wray said.

"Steps China was taking, in other words, to �nd and prepare to destroy or degrade the civilian critical

infrastructure that keeps us safe and prosperous," Wray said. "And let's be clear: Cyber threats to our

critical infrastructure represent real-world threats to our physical safety."

Kozlik also noted the tone and the speci�city of the targets described during testimony by Wray and

Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency Director Jen Easterly about the Volt Typhoon

cyberattack, is unprecedented.

"This is something I have been following for quite some time," Kozlik said. "What was really striking to

me is the direct language the leaders were using."
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FBI and CISA directors would not be singling out targets like the water authorities and transportation

systems if they didn't think there was a threat, Kozlik said.

Easterly said Chinese cyber actors are burrowing deep into critical infrastructure to be ready to

launch destructive cyber-attacks in the event of a major crisis or con�ict with the United States.

"This is a world where a major con�ict halfway around the globe might well endanger the American

people here at home through the disruption of our gas pipelines; the pollution of our water facilities;

the severing of our telecommunications; the crippling of our transportation systems — all designed to

incite chaos and panic across our country and deter our ability to marshal military might and citizen

will," Easterly said.

Easterly described China's hacking program as so large that even if each one of the FBI's cyber agents

and intelligence analysts focused exclusively on the China threat, China's hackers "would still

outnumber FBI cyber personnel by at least 50 to 1."

Kozlik said the point the U.S. needed to begin thinking about protecting against havoc-based attacks

was after Russia invaded Ukraine.

"But the threat from Russia and Iran is different from China," he said. "They might be similar

intrusions, but the scale at which China can do this is much greater than other countries."

A havoc-based attack requires a "different type of response than a garden variety ransomware

attack," Rahmani said. "We are coming to an era where you can't expect cyberattacks won't happen to

you. You have to be prepared for it, and the type of attack that could result in loss of life requires a

much more robust response plan. That kind of response plan is not universal across the muni world."

He added that an insurance industry shakeup that began in 2022 means the policies state and local

governments and agencies had come to rely upon for risk transference in the case of a ransomware

attack may no longer be available, because the prices went up and the level of coverage declined.
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The best protection is for operators to be very familiar with their infrastructure, Kozlik said. They

should know what virtual and physical assets they are running, and have manual overrides so that

people can still communicate with each other if the technology goes down, he said.

"They have the protocol, technology and means to run whatever enterprises they are running

manually," Kozlik said. "This is important, because that is no longer the case with many infrastructure

systems."

Keeley Webster Senior Reporter For The Bond Buyer's West Coast Region.

For reprint and licensing requests for this article, click here.
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Corpus Christi advances desalination project amid Southwest states'
water hunt

The Texas city's project joins other efforts in Southwest states to �nd new water sources as supplies dwindle due to

persistent drought conditions.

By Karen Pierog

44m ago
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War over green: Red vs. blue state �ght keeps ESG investing on �ring
line

It's a color-coded controversy about how far the �ght over ESG and green investing precepts will affect public

�nance this year, with the latest skirmishes involving Bank of America and New York and New Hampshire.

By Chip Barnett

45m ago
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Fiscal discipline, �exibility key for Guam, Moody's says

"There's a reason Guam is investment grade," said Muni Credit News Publisher Joseph Krist.

By Robert Slavin
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State comptroller puts price tag on New
York MTA's repair needs: $43 billion

Thomas DiNapoli criticised the agency for failing to include projected

costs associated with needed system repairs in its 2023 20-Year

Needs Assessment.

Feb 5, 2024

AJ Maggio joins KeyBanc �xed income

Maggio joins KeyBanc from Hilltop Securities, where he was co-head

of capital markets.

Feb 2, 2024

Small-town Missouri hospital faces
restructuring after default declared

The bond trustee for the city of Nevada, Missouri-owned Nevada

Regional Medical Center declared its bonds to be in default.

Feb 2, 2024

California senior living bond deal bene�ts
from new legislation

Altadena, California-based Episcopal Communities & Services for

Seniors was able to sell bonds through a treasurer's conduit thanks to

the new state law.

Jan 19, 2024
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Potential court ruling on PREPA liens
sparks broad revenue bond concerns

The court is considering whether the original PREPA trust agreement

gave bondholders a lien on all revenues, which they argue should

extend beyond the debt restructuring, or only on the money the

authority deposited in its reserve fund.

Feb 1, 2024

On heels of positive yearend momentum,
January issuance rises

Issuance for the month is slightly above the $27.666 billion 10-year

average, according to LSEG Re�nitiv data.

Jan 31, 2024
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